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SECTION I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Organization Description
Freire Charter School opened its doors almost 9 years ago. In our first year we served a total of
110 8th grade students. Every year afterward through 2003-04 we added a grade until becoming
an 8th-12th grade school. 2004-2005 was the first year our school stood still for a moment.

Having completed all 5 grades and a move to our new permanent home, we were able to begin
refining our curriculum and our standards. Our total student population in 2004-2005 and 20052006 was approximately 370 students. For this past school year (2006-2007) we reached our
maximum capacity, educating approximately 440 students.
Freire is located in the heart of Center City Philadelphia and holds as our mission that we provide
a college preparatory learning environment with a focus on the individual avenues of problem
solving, freedom, and critical thinking, and the collective values of nonviolence, safety, community
and teamwork. Most of our students come from either North or West Philadelphia, although there
is a small group who come from South Philly. Our students are almost all African American and
78% qualify for Title I funding. We have as many boys as we do girls, one English Language
Learner, and many students from single parent homes. On average about 10% or more of our
student population qualifies for special education services, and most of our student’s parents
have never gone to college. That said, 98% of our graduating seniors this year will be attending
college in the fall. Of those 98%, 78% will be attending a four year college. Included in the list of
colleges and universities where our students will be attending this fall and last fall are the
following: Villanova University, University of North Carolina, Spelman, Millersville University,
University of Delaware, Pennsylvania State University, West Chester University, and Indiana
University of Pennsylvania.
To serve all of our students we have a faculty of 40 staff members. 30% of these staffers are
African American. 35% of our total staff is male and the other 65% female. 90% of our staff is
certified, and 8 staff members are currently enrolled in Master’s degree programs. One of our
staff members currently holds a doctorate degree and another 15 already hold a Master’s degree.
Combining these numbers, over 60% of our staff has or is in the process getting an advanced
degree. Many of our administrators also work as teachers and many of our teachers also hold
some administrative responsibility.
The school’s focus is on making sure that students get the skills they need so that they may
succeed in a future educational institution, most specifically, college. To do this, our curriculum
focuses on preparing students for college. Rigorous academic courses are the focus. Critical
thinking is at the heart of all that we do, both for the students and with ourselves.
Our school is unique in many ways. Our “top beliefs” or “values” are that:
1) The classroom extends beyond school walls. We utilize the city of Philadelphia as much as
possible.
2) Reading is the most important part of the learning process. Our younger students focus on
reading first and foremost.
3) We provide students with internship opportunities.
4) Student voice is essential to making a school work successfully. So are the voices of parents,
teachers and community members.
5) We are a learning to learn organization, ensuring that learning and excellence happen at all
levels and everywhere.
6) Freire is a completely nonviolent school — we are not just free from physical violence, but also
from emotional and mental violence. Our peer mediator program makes this possible.

7) Freire students are exposed to many extra-curriculars such as: basketball, book club, video
production, music and musical writing, drama, art, chess club, dance group, soccer, track, and
football.
8) Relationships between teachers and students are at the heart of every decision we make.
These relationships need to be of mutual respect, love and friendship between the student and
the teacher (Freire, 1971).
We are still growing, however, and as a result have a lot still to learn, to add and to amend. For
one, our parents need to get more involved in our program and we are making headway toward
that goal as we enter next year. Next, we need to improve our curriculum by including more
cross-curricular opportunities for students and staff. Third, we continue to want to improve our
standardized test scores while at the same time keeping our focus away from making every
decision based on those tests. Last year’s standardized test scores demonstrated that while our
students are making progress in all areas, there is still tons of work to be done to make sure that
our students are all performing on or above grade level. While this is a trend constant in most
schools serving at-risk youth, we are determined to find a way to reverse it. As a result, we
continue to use the direct instruction method to teach reading to all 8th and 9th graders who read
below grade level, have strengthened our reading program for those readers ahead of their
peers, and have begun a partnership with Drexel to design an innovative, more effective way to
teach mathematics.
At Freire, we see ourselves and our school as the “power to build the future”, for our students and
for ourselves and our society. This is what we work towards every day. This is the vision of our
school.

Core Purpose
Mission
The mission of Freire Charter School is to provide a college preparatory learning environment
with a focus on teh individual avenues of problem solving, freedom, and critical thinking, and the
collective values of nonviolence, safety, community and teamwork.

Vision
Freire's vision is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teach and learn rigorously and with relevance
Honor each other with integrity, commitment and love for ourselves and each other
Promote safety in every aspect of the word and for everyone
Take risks as leaders in the pursuit of excellence for all
Be accountable and efficient through shared decision making
Ensure a healthy work environment that encourages team building, open communication
and mutual respect
Provide the highest quality service through dynamic leadership, education and
technology in partnership with the diverse communities that we serve.

In a nutshell, our overarching vision is that Freire is the power to build the future.
More specifically, the Freire Charter School also has a Pedagogical Vision, which is as follows:
I. Refrain from the “I am the all knowing teacher” stance. Teach in a way that draws out of the
students their previous knowledge, expand it, and own it.

II. Make sure that you teach in a way that ensures your students are active learners, participants
in their education.
III. Help your students become critical thinkers who can see situations from multiple perspectives.
IV. Refrain from sharing any and all opinions both on paper and in class. Our job as teachers is to
get student to develop their own opinions.
V. Let Freire students teach you as you teach them.
VI. Understand and live by the fact that in order truly to reach your students as their teacher, you
will have to earn their respect.
VII. Realize that there is more to teaching at Freire than improving students’ scores on tests.
Freire aims to teach the “whole child”
VIII. Incorporate into the curriculum real world situations that require action.

Shared Values
Freire's core values are: safety, love, professionalism, integrity, accountability and excellence.
And our value statement reads as follows:
We, as a team of educational leaders, value the opportunity to serve as agents for effecitve
change through collaborative efforts at providing quality education that empowers students with
an expansive array of avenues and opportunities for success. We value a school in which all
community members learn and feel safe - safe from physical harm and safe to take risks in
education.

Academic Standards
Reading Skills Targeted by Grade:
8th Team Skills
All students must be able to:
· Identify, collect, and/or select pertinent information while reading.
· Distinguish important ideas from unimportant ideas while reading.
· Know how to decipher unfamiliar words using such strategies as context cues, word structure
analysis, letter-sound relationships, and word histories
· Write coherent sentence with appropriate end punctuation, subject-verb agreement, pronounantecedent agreement, and proper tense.
9th Grade Team Skills
All students must be able to:
· Gather information from a variety of sources, including electronic sources, and summarize,
analyze, and evaluate its use for a report.

· Summarize fictional and non-fictional material
· Use writing as a tool for learning in formats such as learning logs, laboratory reports, notetaking, journals, and portfolios
· Apply the rules and conventions of grammar, usage, punctuation, paragraphing and spelling in
effectively constructing paragraphs
10th Grade Team Skills
All students must be able to:
· Compare/contrast a reading selection with other selections.
· Assess the significance and importance of the themes in a literary text.
· Write a draft that engages an audience and is concise, clear, well organized, accurate, and
informative.
· Write a report on a topic that uses several sources of information and correctly documents those
sources.
11th Grade Team Skills
All students must be able to:
· Define a position on a controversial topic and write a persuasive essay and make an oral
presentation likely to persuade a specific audience to change an opinion or take a particular
action.
12th Grade Team Skills:
All students must be able to:
· Understand the needs of a specific audience and write and speak in ways that address these
needs.
· Use ideas from journals, class discussion and literary criticism to write a paper that expresses a
personal opinion, sustains a controlling idea, or uses specific evidence from literary texts to
support an opinion.
Math Skills Targeted by Grade:
8th Grade Team
All students must be able to:
•
•
•

Add, Subtract, multiple, and divide positive and negative numbers; understand order of
operations
Solve problems using fractions and decimals
Understand the difference between “expression” and “equation”; solve/evaluate problems
using each

•
•
•

Use ratios, percents, proportions, and probability
Recognize basic polygons and their properties
Solve problems using area and perimeter

9th Grade Team
All students should be able to:
· Graph linear equations using x/y chart and slope intercept form; write equations based on graph
and use calculator for graphing
· Solve equations with variables on both sides and/or more than one variable (e.g. substitution
method)
· Solve problems using exponents (product of powers and power of powers)
· Understand the “language of algebra” in order to convert words into math
· Multiply/add/subtract various terms together (binomials, etc.)
10th Grade Team
All students should be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Use a ruler, protractor, and compass to construct and measure geometric figures
Solve problems using knowledge of various angle types (complementary, supplementary,
vertical, alternate interior, etc.)
Solve problems using knowledge of theorems/postulates related to triangles (e.g. triangle
inequality theorem, 30-60-90, sohcahtoa)
Find the sum of interior/exterior anlges of polygons
Solve problems using

11th and 12th Grade Team
All students should be able to:
UNDER CONSTRUCTION TEMPORARILY

Strengths and Challenges
Freire enjoys many strengths and continue to endure many challenges.
First, our strengths:
We have a wonderfully energetic student body and staff, a healthy and supportive board, and
many community members and out-sourced helpers who rally together on a daily basis for the
good of our students. As a result, our students continue to perform better and better. Of the
class that just graduated in June 2007, for example, 98% of them will attend college in the fall.
This beats any and all prior goals we had set for ourselves.
As for our challenges, despite our relatively new building, we find ourselves still short of space as
well as short sufficient funds in many areas.

SECTION II. STRATEGIC IMPROVEMENT PLANNING

Strategic Planning Process
I. The Freire Charter School Planning Committee gathered together to build a three to five year
Strategic Plan. As its first course of action, the committee gathered the following data about
Freire Charter School:
Freire’s Mission:
The Freire Charter School provides a college-preparatory learning experience, with a focus on
the individual avenues of problem solving, freedom, and critical thinking, and the collective values
of non-violence, safety, community, and teamwork.
Vision:
Teach and learn rigorously and with relevance
Honor each other with integrity, commitment and love for each other and ourselves
Promote safety in every aspect of the word and for everyone
Take risks as leaders in the pursuit of excellence for all
Be accountable and efficient through shared decision making
Ensure a healthy work environment that encourages team building, open communication and
mutual respect
Provide the highest quality service through dynamic leadership, education and technology in
partnership with the diverse communities that we serve.
Values:
Safety, Love, Professionalism, Integrity, Accountability and Excellence
Immediate Educational Goals:
Product goals:
By the end of the 2006-2007 school year, 60% of 11th grade students will be proficient in reading
and 45% of 11th grade students will be proficient in math.
a. In 2003 6.3% of 8th graders scored proficient or above in Math and 9.45 in Reading. In 2004
12.5% scored proficient or above in Math and 35.4% in Reading. In 2005 20.6% scored proficient
or above in Math and 34.9% in Reading.
b. In 2003 % 2.8 of 11th graders scored proficient or above in Math and 19.5 in Reading. In 2004
8.4% scored proficient or above in Math and 21.6% in Reading. In 2005 25.5% scored proficient
or above in Math and 27.5% in Reading.
By the end of the 2006-2007 school year, over 75% of 12th graders will go on to college, and will
be prepared to be successful in college.

Maintain a safe, nonviolent school that uses conflict resolution, peer mediation, and team building
as a way to grow individually and collectively.
Process goal:
The entire Freire is committed to building a culture that recognizes:
· We are all working towards the same goal
· We are all accountable for every goal no matter what we teach or do in the school
· We are crucial to this process and its success
· Our participation or lack thereof will be what makes the difference for our students, for
ourselves, and for the school itself.
Planning Committee Goals:
The status of progress since Freire was founded in 1998 is illustrated below:
2) Current status that leads us to take to this planning (from inception the following has
happened):
a. Sending high (80%) percentage of kids going to college
i. In the Class of 2003 80% went on to college
ii. In the Class of 2004 78% went on to college
b. A new facility was found and renovated
c. A culture of nonviolence and high academic standards that mirrors the mission and vision of
the school has been established
d. Financial management has stabilized
e. Drop out rate of 2% which is far lower than comparable urban environments
f. Standardized test scores have met Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) for the past two years
g. Standardized test scores in every grade in nearly every subject have been rising
h. Grants for Comprehensive School Reform, Scribe, Mural Arts have been received
i. Personalized, Entrepreneurial Active, Collaborative, and Exploratory (PEACE) Project which
offers an alternative to traditional learning has been initiated with grant support
j. Teacher retention is 93%; teachers are committed and hard-working
k. Not a magnet school

l. First come first serve admissions
m. Economically disadvantaged student body
All this has been achieved in a school that is not a magnet school which has a first come first
serve admissions policy and an economically disadvantaged (78% at poverty level) student body,
in a first come first serve admissions policy and with an academic
3) Working in the context of Freire’s Mission, Vision, Values and Goals listed above and the
progress made to date, The Planning Committee’s Goals are as follows:
a. Identify needs related to current school size and configuration to achieve our mission and its
educational goals
i. Review needs previously outlined
ii. Determine and enumerate specifically our new needs including:
1. Capital improvements
2. Equipment
3. Operational costs including
a. Salaries of teachers, administrative staff and others
b. Indirect costs (heat, maintenance, etc.)
iii. Develop strategies, concrete sub goals and action plans to meet these needs such as
1. Government Relations
2. Private fundraising
3. New board members
4. Grants and contracts (for new or ongoing programs)
5. Increased level of capitation
6. Apply for charter renewal early
7. Other?
4) Planning for Future Expansion
a. Delineate future expansion plans (options include):
i. Remain at current level
ii. Expand current school by 20-25%

iii. Encompass Annex
1. For current school with modest increase in size and with improved facilities
2. To incorporate grades 6 and 7 to become middle school and high school
iv. Start new school grades K-5 or K-7 at another site
v. Plan for Freire “system” including all or some of above plus 1 or more new sites
vi. Assume managerial and academic responsibility for other charter school(s) through merger
b. Refine current educational programs and design new ones
i. PEACE Project vs. Traditional Model or some combination
ii. Methodology of recruiting students
iii. New ways to group students
iv. Create a “13th grade”
v. Eliminate 8th grade
vi. Examine length of school day and school year
c. Needed Information
i. Financial feasibility of any plan
ii. Gain knowledge of Philadelphia School District’s plans and evaluation of their impact of FCS
iii. Identify models that have worked
iv. Review educational research findings
v. Assess the status of other charter school in Philadelphia
vi. Identify consultants who can help with any of the above (including lobbyists)
II. The next thing the Freire Planning Committee did was gather more personalized data in order
to analyze the needs of the school as it moves forward. As part of this needs analysis, it
reviewed all existing data, and then conducted individual interviews with 10 teachers, 2 parents,
and 3 students. In addition, it held three separate focus groups with the following different
stakeholder groups: the parents, the students, and the staff.
III. The Planning Committee then took all data into deliberations at the committee level for
approximately 3 months. Gerry Escovitz steered these committee discussions. In the end, what
was recommended and approved by the Board as the Strategic Plan is as follows:

Final Recommendations Made to and Approved by the Board
FCS Planning Committee
The FCS Planning Committee consisted of:
•
•
•

Board members Lenora Berson, Tom Caramanico, Gerry Escovitz, Lisa Hoffstein and
Phil Marchese
Administrators Saliyah Cruz and Kelly Davenport
Teachers, Brett Shiel and Teresa Silberstein, elected by their peers.

The Committee met weekly from November to March (with some exceptions) and, in addition,
sought input from parents, teachers, and students. The planning process resulted in a number of
recommendations listed below. These are not in priority order but rather should be pursued in
parallel.
Recommendation I — Determining the Success Rate of FCS Graduates
The Committee was concerned about the adjustment and success of FCS graduates who
matriculated to college. Reports of a high college drop out rate of graduates of some charter
schools persuaded the Committee of the necessity to conduct a follow up study of FCS graduates
to date. This follow-up study will be conducted in the Spring of 2006 under the direction of Bill
Porter, who is the FCS Director of College Counseling. The study will be conducted by telephone
with a questionnaire which will focus on:
•
•
•

The percentage of FCS graduates still enrolled in college;
Feedback on those aspects of the FCS education which did (or did not) enhance
adjustment and success in college.
Consider making this a yearly activity

The results will be reported to the board as soon as they are available and not later than the
September Board meeting. The Board will then recommend action appropriate as determined by
the results.

Recommendation II — Strengthening FCS Infrastructure
The Committee recognized both the incredible growth and progress in the school’s academic,
sports and after school programs as well as the social development of the students. It also
recognized the need for significant improvements in the areas of financial stability, space and
academic programs. The areas of need include (but are not limited to):
•

•

Providing increased funds through a variety of mechanisms including:
o Obtaining ownership of 2027 Chestnut (and Annex) to allow loan renegotiation
and enhanced funds for operations
o Private fundraising
o Grant applications
o Utilization of gpvernment relations help
Strengthening the Board with active new members

•
•
•

Expanding space through obtaining ownership of current space and/or
leasing/purchasing of new space.
Focusing on immediate specific needs such as an improved computer lab, a new science
laboratory, cafeteria and library.
Assuring adequate finances to maintain competitive salaries and benefits for FCS staff.

Responsibility to pursue and prioritize these recommendations rests with the Board and its
Executive Committee, working with administrators and teachers where necessary, and will be
headed by the Board Chair, Tom Caramanico.
Recommendation III — Expansion of the PEACE Project
The PEACE Project is an individualized, independent, student-centered learning program
designed to enhance both the knowledge and academic initiative of the students. Feedback from
the current 7 student pilot program is positive and has resulted in the decision to expand the
program.
For the next academic year:
•
•
•
•

Expand the program to 30-40 students;
Identify the space, facilities, facilitators and other resources needed to expand the
program;
Develop and utilize a methodology for ongoing program evaluation.
Explore ways to utilize concepts of the PEACE Project within FCS as a whole.

Responsibility of the expansion rests with the administration and faculty of the FCS, and will be
headed by Saliyah Cruz, Kelly Davenport and Brett Shiel.

Recommendation IV — Studying the Feasibility of Adding a Middle School (grades 6,7, and
8) as Part of FCS
The Committee believes that the earlier students are exposed to the FCS approach to education,
the better they will be prepared for both post-secondary school education and life in general.
Although it could be ideal to begin at the K-12 level, or earlier, such a step was considered
beyond FCS’ capacity at this time. However, the possibility of a middle school, which would
expose students to FCS earlier, was considered desirable. Therefore the Committee
recommends:
· That a feasibility study be initiated to determine if and when FCS might embark on this
endeavor. The study would review:
1. Location of the school and space needs
2. Cost benefit analysis, financial feasibility, and opportunity costs comparing current financial
structure to proposal of adding middle school
3. Administrative organization
4. Relationship to FCS high school

5. Planning for the number and distribution of students in grades 6-12
6. Best practices of middle schools
7. Trends in enrollment of students in middle schools
8. Trends in Philadelphia School District
9. Other
Responsibility for the study rests with a committee consisting of Board members, FCS
administration and faculty headed by Saliyah Cruz, Kelly Davenport and Phil Marchese with the
goal of completion of study to the Board for review by no later than the January 2007 Board
Meeting.
Recommendation V — Elimination of the 8th Grade
There was considerable discussion regarding both the desirability and staging of the elimination
of the 8th grade. It was noted that the 8th grade students utilize an inordinate share of FCS
resources in adjusting to their new environment and that a significant number of the strongest
students transfer to other (magnet) school for 9th grade. It was also noted that the 8th grade team
was a very effective group and that some of the teachers were certified only up through the 8th
grade and that their certification would not carry over to the 9th grade. The Committee finally
determined that:
· The 8th grade should be eliminated and focus maintained on grades 9-12.
· The “elimination” should be phased with a reduction of the number of 8th grade groups from 3 to
2 for the 2006-2007 academic year and eliminated entirely for 2007-2008.
· The 8th grade team and teachers will be re-assigned and encouraged to expand their level of
certification. No teachers will be released in 2006-2007 because of these changes.
Responsibility for these changes rests with the FCS administration and teachers and will be
headed up by Kelly Davenport and Teresa Silberstein.
Recommendation VI — Expansion of Community Involvement
The Committee recognized that exposing its students to community organizations is an important
part of their education; and that support of FCS by individuals and organizations in the community
is essential to FCS.
A group, headed by Lenora Berson and Lisa Hoffstein, will develop a plan to meet these goals.
The plan will address:
•
•
•
•

Local outreach to individuals and organizations (e.g. Center City Residents Association).
This will include a newsletter and personal contact;
Identification of individuals in the neighborhood who wish to volunteer at FCS;
Utilization of internships by FCS PEACE Project students to identify and expand upon
community involvement.
Specific long term relationships with businesses and academic organizations

Progress on these recommendations will be monitored on a regular basis by the Board and
progress reports circulated periodically to the FCS community.

Strategic Planning Committee
Name
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Appointed By

Anya Johnson

Unknown

Parent

Kelly
Davenport

Beth Terry

Freire Charter School

Kelly
Davenport

Deandre Pickett

Freire Charter School

Board

Erin McNallen

Freire Charter School

Erin Miley

Freire Charter School

Gerald Escovitz

retired

Kelly Davenport

Freire Charter School Administrator

Board

Lenora Berson

retired

Board

Lola Freeman

Freire Charter School

Thomas
Caramanico

McCormick Taylor,
Inc.

Board Member

Board

Trina Singleton

Primavera Systems

Parent

Board

Susan Thompson

Freire Charter School

Special Education
Representative

Kelly
Davenport
Kelly
Davenport

Board Member
Board Member

Board

Board

Kelly
Davenport

Goals, Strategies and Activities

SECTION III. QUALITY OF SCHOOL DESIGN
Rigorous Instructional Program
Freire Charter School is dedicated and doggedly determined to build and to teach the most
rigorous curriculum possible so that all students meet both the academic targets set forth by the
No Child Left Behind Act as well as the academic targets that each teacher sets for her/his
students. Until each and every student reaches 100% ability in all subject areas, we will not be
satisfied (and even then, we are confident there will be plenty of work still to do).
At the heart of Freire’s high expectations for all students are several guiding principles. These
principles are: Freire’s Pedagogical Vision, the curriculum, the “three R’s”, and “Characteristics of
Effective Learning Environments”. Below we describe each, in order.
First is Freire’s Pedagogical Vision. These points were written based upon a plethora of
assumptions, most of which come from professional educational researchers and philosophers. In
addition to these beliefs the pedagogy is also based upon the research that was designed to
determine what parents, students and teachers determine as important building blocks of
instructional practice.
Specifically, the Freire Charter School Pedagogical Vision is as follows:

I. Refrain from the “I am the all knowing teacher” stance. Teach in a way that draws out of the
students their previous knowledge, expand it, and own it.
II. Make sure that you teach in a way that ensures your students are active learners, participants
in their education.
III. Help your students become critical thinkers who can see situations from multiple perspectives.
IV. Refrain from sharing any and all opinions both on paper and in class. Our job as teachers is to
get student to develop their own opinions.
V. Let Freire students teach you as you teach them.
VI. Understand and live by the fact that in order truly to reach your students as their teacher, you
will have to earn their respect.
VII. Realize that there is more to teaching at Freire than improving students’ scores on tests.
Freire aims to teach the “whole child”
VIII. Incorporate into the curriculum real world situations that require action.
Teachers reflect this pedagogy within each classroom, and as a result, tie together the vision and
the curriculum. Teachers are not only expected to create and implement a high standard
curriculum that is based upon State Standards, developmental abilities, and student needs but
they are also expected to develop a curriculum that is reflective of the Freire Charter School
pedagogy. Curriculum is written in a way that utilizes students’ previous knowledge, active
participation, and engagement in learning and real life situations.
This leads to our second principle of rigorous instructional programs: curriculum. Freire’s
curriculum is essential to producing the quality learner in each student. As a result, Freire’s
outlook on curriculum is that curriculum is everything — everything we teach, everything we learn,
and everything we are as teachers and learners in the classroom. With Freire’s mission statement
centering around college preparation, critical thinking, problem solving, freedom and team work,
all curricula are written with the ultimate goal of preparing students to enter an institution of higher
learning. Teachers are encouraged and expected to create opportunities within each discipline
that allow students to develop, strengthen and utilize critical thinking skills in problem solving.
Also influential in the shaping the curriculum is the teacher input. Teams of teachers are required
to help build the skeletal curriculum for their individual courses. These professionals are able to
ascertain the needs of their students as they move forward in their academic lives. Teachers are
given support from Team Leaders, Director of Learning, Director of Academic Supports, the
Deans Office as well as other resources. Teachers are provided with PA State Standards, Terra
Nova (which outline areas of deficiencies for their students) and PSSA test scores, and other
resources to help complete this outline. By using these important pieces of data teachers are able
to target problem areas and skill short comings that need to be addressed within the student
body. Teachers use the information to help guide them and give an understanding of the needs of
the students.
The PA State Standards play an important role in the development of the curriculum. All curricula
are conscientiously matched to the state standards as defined by state of PA. Finding co-relations
and matching the standards and curriculum ensures that the students are receiving an education
that is aligned with other schools in the state.

The next guiding principle for Freire’s instructional program is “rigor”, “relationships” and
“relevance”. These need to be today’s “three R’s” in the world of education, no matter who the
scholar, the researcher, or the building principal. At Freire, we use the “three R’s” to guide all
teachers and educational leaders to build the most solid, structured, and successful curricular and
educational program possible.
Last, we believe that successful learning environments for our students, while not able to be
quantified or turned into a formula of predictable variables, all contain a set of common
characteristics. Staff, students, outside consultants and others have come together in unity to
create a list of the “Characteristics of Effective Learning Environments” that guide how we
analyze and evaluate the teaching and learning at Freire. These characteristics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The type of questions being asked by students in relation to the instruction
The level of questions posed by the teacher (Bloom’s Taxonomy)
That the lesson follows a logical progression
That the students are engaged
That there’s a belief in the students’ ability to meet a challenge
Strong, positive relationship between staff and students
Safety (clear cut expectations, fairly enforced)
Fosters enthusiasm for learning
Kids believe and can articulate that they are learning
Frequent small assessments that fuel instruction
Reading/writing across the curriculum
Mutual accountability for outcomes
Empowers students to serve as instructional resources for one another
Clarifying and sharing learning intentions and criteria for success
Creation of successful “hinge points” in the lesson
Affords students, with a range of learning styles, the opportunity to participate in the ways
they learn best.

Coupling these four principles together, Freire provides a rigorous, intensive, and rewarding
program to all students. Moreover, our curriculum offers a skill intensive component for grades 8,
9, 11 and 12. In the 8th grade all students take an intensive math course designed to help
students get on grade level in their basic math skill abilities as well as push kids that were ready
to go beyond that level. In addition, all 8th and 9th graders take a year-long Intensive Reading
coursed aimed to improve students’ ability to comprehend and decode. All 11th grade students
take a year-long course designed to help them develop a deeper understanding of mathematics
and reading as well as test taking skills. This course was developed as a way to support students
for the high-stakes PSSA test they face in the spring as well as the SAT’s all Freire students take
either in the Spring of their junior year or in the Fall of their senior year. Further, our 12th grade
must work on a year long “senior project” designed to strengthen their research, writing, critical
thinking and presentation skills and they ability to become lifelong learners. For students who
need extra support along the way, Freire offers peer tutoring, office hours, after school tutoring,
mentoring, advising, and many other opportunities.

English Language Learners
Freire Charter School
English as a Second Language (ESL)
Program Outline

1. Statement of Program Goals and Objectives: Freire’s ESL program will provide
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students with the skills and resources to achieve the
following objectives:
a. To use English to communicate effectively in social settings and personal
interactions.
b. To use English in both the spoken and written form for personal expression and
enjoyment.
c.

To develop and enhance existing English language competence.

d. To use English to participate regularly and obtain information in all content areas.
e. To use English to achieve and excel academically in all content areas in spoken
and written form.
f.

To construct and apply academic knowledge appropriately according to
audience, purpose, and setting.

2. Student and Parent Orientation Procedures: To ensure a successful introduction to
the school, Freire Charter School will implement the following orientation procedures:
a. Both student and parent or legal guardian will attend an enrollment with school
administrators. At this time, Freire staff will explain both the school’s Mission
Statement and its Code of Conduct.
b. Both student and parent or legal guardian will receive a detailed tour of the
school and be given ample time to ask questions and/or express concerns.
c.

Both student and parent or legal guardian will meet with Freire’s Director of
Student Services and ESL staff to outline specific ESL program objectives and
standards. A plan to address the student’s specific language needs will be
addressed.

3. Identification and Placement: Freire will employ several strategies to identify LEP
students and accurately place students in the program according to their needs.
a. Screening Procedures: Freire will administer a language assessment in the
following cases:
1. Based on the initial admittance interview and/or former school records, Friere staff will require
a language assessment in order to place the student in the appropriate level of ESL instruction.
2. The student or parent or legal guardian may request a language assessment for ESL
placement at any time.
3. In writing Freire staff members (including content area teachers) may recommend that the
student receive a language assessment for ESL placement. The teachers will base such a
recommendation on the student’s linguistic performance in class.

b. Assessment Procedures: Once a language assessment is either requested or
necessary, the student’s English proficiency will be based upon the following
manners of assessment:
1. A conversation with a member of the ESL staff. The staff member will observe the following
aspects of the student’s language proficiency: spontaneous language and participation in the
conversation; response to questions and spoken cues (i.e. the ability to follow oral directions); the
fluency and accuracy of the student’s spoken English (i.e. the ability to ask clarifying questions or
effective expression of ideas).
2. An interpretation of a reading passage at or near grade level. The ESL staff member will
observe and assess the student’s understanding by the student’s retelling or summarizing major
ideas and themes of the text.
3. A writing sample. An ESL staff member will evaluate the student’s ability to communicate in
writing. The student will complete a personal information sheet and (if applicable) a brief personal
essay.
c.

Placement: The student will be placed in one of three levels of ESL instruction
based on the following:

1. It the student has difficulties producing spontaneous language and responding to questions
and spoken cues AND/OR the student cannot successfully determine the main ideas of a sample
text AND/OR the student cannot in writing complete a personal information sheet, the student will
be placed in a Secondary ESL program at the Beginning Level. The student will follow a
curriculum that adheres to the standards detailed below (Part 4 — Instructional Program). Only
when the student masters the standards at this level will he or she proceed to the Intermediate
Level.
2. If the student can respond to some questions and some spoken cues, but experiences a
degree of difficulty in producing spontaneous language production AND/OR the student can
recognize the majority of main ideas from a sample reading but cannot convey the ideas
consistently, AND/OR the student can respond to writing prompts about his or her personal
information but cannot clearly in paragraph form, the student will be placed in the Secondary ESL
program at the Intermediate level. The student will follow the curriculum that adheres to the
standards detailed below (Part 4 — Instructional Program). Only when the student masters the
standards at this level will he or she proceed to the Advanced Level.
3. If the student can maintain a conversation but still experiences some difficulties understanding
or expressing abstract ideas AND/OR the student can successfully understand a sample text and
summarize the main ideas but still demonstrates problems of English grammar or advanced
vocabulary AND/OR the student can write an understandable personal essay but experiences
problems with grammar, vocabulary, or formal writing, the student will be placed in the Secondary
ESL program at the Advanced Level. The student will follow a curriculum that adheres to the
standards detailed bellowed (Part 4 — Instructional Program). Only when the student masters the
standards of the advanced level will he or she complete Freire’s ESL program. Even in this case,
the student will still have access to ESL staff for support.
4. Instructional Program: Freire’s instructional program is an English as a Second Language
program, which is divided into three separate proficiency levels: beginning, intermediate, and
advanced. Following the ESL staff’s assessment, the student will be placed in one of these three
proficiency levels. The student will attend regular content areas. In all content classes, the
student will meet with his or her teacher and an ESL staff member to address the goals that the
student must achieve in order to receive a passing grade. The student will also receive additional

ESL instruction. Both the frequency of these instructional lessons and the standards that must be
met depend on the level of proficiency, which are divided into the following categories:
a. Secondary ESL — Beginning Level: The student will attend a period of instruction twice a
day with an ESL staff member. This level adheres to the following ESL standards, targeted skills
and methods of assessment.

ESL Standards
1. Sharing and requesting
information

Skills
Ask survival questions

2. Expressing needs,
feelings, ideas
3. Using nonverbal
communications in social
settings
4. Obtaining personal needs

Pick out picture books or
posters
Take part in conversations

Assessment
Observe follow through,
gestures, basic
understanding
Observe participation
Observe student behavior

Use phone, give and
Observe steps to report
understand simple
emergency or important
directions
information
5. Engaging in conversations Ask questions, repeat words Observe appropriate
and sentences
response to questions and
spoken cues
6. Conducting transactions Retell orally, give directions Observe detail of order
7. Describing participation in Draw pictures, write
Evaluate drawing, or words
favorite activity
sentences or words about or sentences
activities
8. Sharing cultural traditions Relate similarities or
Observe student’s
or customs
differences
comparisons
9. Expressing personal
Express ideas verbally
Observe role play
needs or felines
10. Participate in popular
Retell something from
Evaluate student’s retelling
culture
newspaper, radio, or TV
11. Listening to and imitating Listen to poems, stories,
Observe speech created or
how others use English
repeat
understood
12. Employing alternative
Use full sentences, different Observe quality of speech
ways of saying things
ways to describe the same
thing
13. Focus attention
Respond to prompt
Evaluate oral response or
writing to prompt
14. Seeking support from
Organize information
Evaluate student’s story
others
collectively
15. Self-monitoring language Write full sentences,
Evaluate skills
development
improve sentences,
capitalization
16. Learning and using
Use context clues, grouping Evaluate student’s ability to
language chunks
sounds
self-correct
17. Practicing new language Act out role plays
Evaluate play
18. Using context to
Complete story or word-web Evaluate sequencing
construct meaning
19. Following oral and written Follow teacher directions
Observe student’s behavior
instructions

20. Participating in class
Use Total Physical
Observe participation
discussions or exercises
Response skills
21. Requesting and providing Ask and answer questions Observe participation
clarification
22. Comparing and
Pick out details and
Evaluate student’s
contrasting information
compare
performance
23. Listening to, speaking,
Write a “how to” paragraph Assess paragraph
reading, and writing about
subject matter
24. Gathering information
Present material to the class Evaluate presentation
and in writing
25. Retelling information
Organize ideas, tell story
Evaluate story
26. Selecting, connecting,
Predict what will come next Observe predictions
and explaining information
27. Representing information Participate in role play or
Evaluate role play
visually
group presentation
28. Understanding and
Make list of antonyms and Evaluate student’s use of
producing technical
synonyms
new vocabulary
vocabulary
29. Demonstrating
Create a poem, write a
Evaluate projects
knowledge in a variety of
biography
contexts
30. Applying reading
Complete a framed
Evaluate paragraph or
comprehension skills
paragraph or outline
outline
31. Using appropriate native Use bilingual dictionaries
Assess progress
language resources
32. Using writing styles for
Describe picture or topic
Evaluate writing
different purposes
33. Using acceptable
Use full sentences,
Evaluate student’s formal
language in academic
appropriate language
speech or writing
settings

b. Secondary ESL — Intermediate Level: The student will attend a daily ESL class with an ESL
staff member and will have the opportunity to seek more sessions if necessary. This level
adheres to the following ESL standards, targeted skills and methods of assessment.
ESL Standards
1. Sharing and requesting
information
2. Expressing needs,
feelings, ideas
3. Using nonverbal
communications in social
settings
4. Obtaining personal needs

Skills
Create dialogues, perform
skits
Recite poem
Perform skits

Do role play to a social
prompt
5. Engaging in conversations Listen to English tapes,
participate in conversations
6. Conducting transactions Practice an interview, learn
presentation procedures

Assessment
Evaluate dialogues
Evaluate for intonation and
feeling
Observe skits

Observe role play
Monitor speech, observe
discussions
Observe interview skills

7. Describing participation in
favorite activity
8. Sharing cultural traditions
or customs
9. Expressing personal
needs or felines
10. Participate in popular
culture
11. Listening to and imitating
how others use English
12. Employing alternative
ways of saying things
13. Focus attention

Do journal writing, learn
note-taking skills
Share heritage and culture

Evaluate progress

Express ideas verbally

Observe student’s
comparisons
Observe role play

Create a TV commercial

Evaluate projects

Keep vocabulary notebook Administer vocabulary quiz
of new words
Listen to tapes and repeat Observe quality of speech
speech
Use reading strategies
Observe reading
comprehension
14. Seeking support from
Respond to literary
Evaluate response
others
passages
15. Self-monitoring language Retell, summarize and
Evaluate skills
development
explain text
16. Learning and using
Use context clues, grouping Evaluate student’s ability to
language chunks
sounds
self-correct
17. Practicing new language Learn different types of
Evaluate writing
language: narrative,
informational, persuasive
18. Using context to
Use reading strategies for Administer reading quiz
construct meaning
competency
19. Following oral and written Respond to conversation
Observe aurally
instructions
prompts
20. Participating in class
Use Total Physical
Observe participation
discussions or exercises
Response skills
21. Requesting and providing Interview classmates and
Observe aurally
clarification
retell information
22. Asking and answering
Retell a life experience and Evaluate student’s
questions
answer questions
performance
23. Explaining actions
Debate a contemporary
Observe aurally
issue
24. Elaborating and
Read, analyze, and interpret Observe progress
extending other people’s
story
ideas and words
25. Expressing likes and
Write a descriptive
Evaluate paragraph
dislikes
paragraph about a favorite
thing
26. Comparing and
Create a character
Monitor progress
contrasting information
comparison
27. Persuading or arguing
Create a persuasive
Evaluate the passage
passage
28. Listening to, speaking,
Interpret selected idioms
Observe progress
reading, and writing about
subject matter information
29. Gathering information
Compose a research paper Evaluate paper
orally and in writing
on a given topic
30. Analyzing and inferring Watch a drama and respond Evaluate response
information

31. Responding to the work
of peers and others
32. Hypothesizing and
predicting
33. Formulating and asking
questions

Evaluate peer work

Assess progress

Read passage and predict
endings
Change statements into
questions

Assess predictions
Evaluate questions

c. Secondary ESL — Advanced Level: The student will attend a weekly ESL class with an ESL
staff member and will have the opportunity to seek more sessions if necessary. This level
adheres to the following ESL standards, targeted skills, and methods of assessment:
ESL Standards
1. Sharing and requesting
information
2. Expressing needs,
feelings, ideas
3. Using nonverbal
communications in social
settings
4. Obtaining personal needs

Skills
Prepare and present an
autobiography
Write a persuasive essay

Evaluate the personal essay

Debate a topic

Observe debate

Learn how to create a
resume
5. Engaging in conversations Conduct partner interviews
about assumed professions
6. Conducting transactions Perform various role plays
7. Describing participation in Continue journal writing
favorite activity
8. Sharing cultural traditions Continue to share heritage
or customs
and culture
9. Expressing personal
Express ideas verbally
needs or feelings
10. Participate in popular
Use internet to research
culture
project
11. Listening to and imitating Listen to contemporary
how others use English
music
12. Employing alternative
Listen to literature read
ways of saying things
regularly and continue to
retell
13. Focus attention
Keep a vocabulary
notebook of words studied
in class
14. Seeking support from
Respond to literary
others
passages
15. Self-monitoring language Read a novel or short story
development
aloud
16. Learning and using
Learning outlining
language chunks
techniques
17. Practicing new language Select and read aloud a
favorite reading
18. Using context to
Select twenty words from
construct meaning
reading passages and to

Assessment
Observe aurally

Guide and correct resume
Observe interviews
Observe role plays
Evaluate progress
Observe student’s
comparisons
Observe role play
Evaluate projects
Evaluate student
comprehension
Observe quality of speech

Evaluate vocabulary quizzes

Evaluate response
Observe aurally for fluency
Assess outlines
Observe progress
Administer reading quiz

define and use correctly in
context
19. Following oral and written Write a drama
instructions
20. Participating in class
Debate a contemporary
discussions or exercises
issue and field questions
21. Requesting and providing Listen to a debate and form
clarification
appropriate questions
22. Actively connecting new Gather data on a topic and
information to previously
present
learned information
23. Selecting different media Learn various types of
to help understand language media sources
24. Elaborating and
Create outlines from
extending other people’s
different texts
ideas and words
25. Selecting, connecting
Evaluate appropriate
and explaining information
sources to use in research
paper
26. Using a variety of writing Write an opinion after
styles appropriate for
reading a piece of literature
different audiences,
purposes, and settings
27. Focus attention
Create a clear thesis
selectively
statement
28. Comparing and
Compare and contrast two
contrasting information
works of literature using all
literary elements
29. Gathering information
Continue work on a
orally and in writing
research paper
30. Using appropriate degree Write a friendly letter and
of formality with different
business letter
audiences and settings
31. Responding to the work Revise and edit peer writing
of peers and others
32. Understanding and
Formulate a list of unknown
producing technical
words while reading
vocabulary
33. Self-monitoring and self- Write an essay and rewrite
evaluating language use
drafts

Evaluate dramas
Evaluate debates
Observe aurally
Evaluate student’s
performance
Observe progress
Assess outlines

Evaluate progress

Evaluate writing

Evaluate thesis
Assess comparison

Evaluate paper
Evaluate letters

Assess progress
Evaluate vocabulary lists

Evaluate writing

5. Student participation in related and extracurricular activities: The student will have
various opportunities to develop and enhance his or her language skills. Freire will encourage
participation in one or all of the following language-related services and extracurricular activities:
a. The student will be eligible to receive peer tutoring from trained students on a regular basis.
b. The student will be eligible to work on the school newspaper. The student will help write
articles or engage in fact-finding research. The student will be able to practice writing in various
formats
c. The student will eligible to enroll in the school theater program. This class regularly performs
plays, in which the student could work on his or her speaking and listening skills.

d. The student will be eligible to enroll in the playwriting program. The class writes and edits its
own plays. The student will have the opportunity to both work on his writing skills and develop his
speaking skills in a cooperative learning environment.
e. The student will also be eligible to try out for either the girls’ or boys’ basketball teams. This
extracurricular activity will be another opportunity for the student to develop language skills in an
informal setting.
6. Student Personnel Services: The student will have various support resources while attending
Freire Charter School. These services include the following:
a. Counseling: The student will have full access to a full-time counselor who is a certified family
therapist.
b. Special Education: The student will have full access to the Student Services Program. All
special education needs are available through this program.
c. Speech Therapist: The student will have full access to a staff Speech Therapist.
d. Advisor: The student will also be assigned an advisor with whom the student will meet on a
daily basis. The student will be able to seek help about academic or personal issues at this time.
7. Staff Development Related to the Program: Freire Charter School is committed to offering
every LEP student the professional staff that the student needs to achieve his or her language
goals. This staff includes the following:
a. ESL/Bilingual Staff: The student will receive ESL instruction from Dr. Kelly Davenport, Head
of Freire Charter School, fluent in English, Spanish, and Portuguese; Mr. Brian Staley, Spanish
and ESL teacher, fluent in English and Spanish; and Ms. Susan Westwood, Spanish teacher,
fluent in English and Spanish.
b. Content Area Staff: The student will also attend daily classes in the
following subject areas staffed by certified teachers: Reading and Writing, History, Biology,
Algebra, Geometry, Chemistry, Physics, and/or Spanish. The courses that the student attends will
depend on both the student’s needs and his or her grade level.
c. Support Staff: The student will also have access to any translator and/or tutor. Freire Charter
School will provide for these services if the school cannot meet a student’s specific language
needs.
8. Community Planning: Freire Charter School will continue to maintain and develop its ESL
program with the help of the following community resources:
a. Program Planning: As with all Freire programs, the school will encourage both parents and
students to help develop the ESL program. Parents and guardians will have the opportunity to
become members of the Parents and Friends of Freire Association (PFFA). The PFFA actively
meets with parents and administers to discuss and revise school programs. Furthermore, Freire
staff will provide information about area ESL programs and resources that the student can seek
outside of school.

b. Communication with Students’ Homes: As detailed in Part 2, each parent or guardian will be
required to meet with school administrators upon the student’s enrollment at Freire. The student’s
advisor will also contact the parent or guardian regularly. Any parent will also be able to contact
the student’s advisor on an as needed basis. Furthermore, every month the parent or guardian
will receive a progress report completed by each of the student’s teachers (both ESL and content
area teachers). Teachers will also request an in-person meeting with the parent or guardian if
needed. In addition, three times a year the parent or guardian will be required to attend parentteacher conferences with each of the student’s teachers. More frequent meetings will be available
and encouraged.
c. Program Advisory Committee or Existing Committee which includes ESL Stakeholders:
Freire Charter School will implement an ESL Advisory Committee made up of the following
representatives: a student currently enrolled in the ESL program, the student’s school advisor, a
parent or guardian of a ESL student, a member of the ESL staff, a member of Freire’s
administration, and a member of the School Board. A certified translator will also be provided if
needed. The ESL Advisory Committee will discuss any concerns, suggestions, or problems that
arise on an ad hoc basis.
d. Complaint Resolution Process: Any student, parent, or member of the Freire community
may present a complaint at any time. Complaints either written or verbal will be directed to the
ESL Advisory Committee. The committee will meet to address the complaint and institute a
resolution that meets the student’s academic and personal needs.
9. Program Evaluation Procedures: On an annual basis, ESL staff, student representatives,
Freire administrators and the ESL Advisory Committee will meet to evaluate Freire’s ESL
program. This evaluation will be based on the following criteria: student performance, teacher
evaluations, student evaluations, and any other issue relevant to the ESL program. If deemed
necessary, the ESL Advisory Committee will be able to call for an evaluation at any time during
the school year.

Graduation Requirements
Freire students are required to meet the following criteria in order to be eligible for graduation.
•

Complete 24 credits over 4 years.

(Successful completion is indicated by a grade of 70% or higher.)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•
•

4 credits in Writing
4 credits in Math
4 credits in Science
3 credits in Social Studies
2 consecutive years of a foreign language.
2 credits for participation in School Mentoring program, elective or program
equivalent.
5 credits in other academic areas (electives)

Completion of all required standardized tests.
Successful completion of a year-long research project in the Senior Year, which
culminates in a presentation in front of staff, community members and their peers.

The curriculum and instruction practices are being offered to prepare students to meet high
school graduation requirements through the utilization of PA state standards in creating the

curriculum. A solid curriculum that is based upon the principles of the state standards is helping
prepare our students in successfully completing the specified requirements for graduation.
Students are required to complete courses that are designed to complement the state standards.
The courses are designed in conjunction with PA standards, standardized test data and specific
student needs. Students are assessed based on how well they are able to perform the skills
taught.
Curriculum is designed to help students develop, strengthen and utilize critical thinking skills.
Required courses give students ongoing opportunities to apply and analyze content information.
This application and analysis is developed across curricular areas that encourage constant
practice of these skills. Individual content curriculum exploits the principles of the pedagogy
including the importance of critical thinking and communicating significant knowledge in
appropriate manners.
The use of these skills is practiced constantly throughout the 4 years of education. This past year
was our fourth graduating class, where 98% of that class will go on to college in the Fall, with
78% of those attending college going on to a 4-year college or university.

Special Education
In addition to consulting the requested attached documents to understand Freire’s special
education services, or as we call them, Student Services, Freire employs the following
instructional strategies for Special Education Students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Using alternative texts that are on students’ reading levels
Using graphic organizers
Corrective feedback
Outlining
Mnemonics
Chunking information
Repetition
Concept mapping
Organizational strategies
Modeling
Coaching
Scaffolding
Fading
Prompting
Visual and verbal clues
Manipulatives
Summarizing
Study guides
Directions presented orally and in writing
Study guides
Summarizing
Cooperative learning activities
Concept connection to prior knowledge
Use of analogies, similes and metaphors
Taped lectures
Using multiple examples
Reteaching
Guided and independent practice
One-on-one attention

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflective discussions
Paraphrasing
Guided inquiry
Extended time
Small group instruction
Peer grouping
Computer programs
Positive incentives

Special Education Program Profile - Chart I
Teacher

FTE

Type of class or
support

Location

# of
Students

Other
Information

Erin McNallen

1.00

Learning Support

Freire Charter
School

22

Director of
Student Services

Tricia Sherrick

1.00

Learning Support

Freire Charter
School

20

Special
Education
Teacher

Mindy Bilbee
McDevitt

.25

Learning Support

Freire Charter
School

16

Reading
Specialist

.25

Transitional
Services and
College
Counseling

Freire Charter
School

19

College and
Transitions
Counselor

William Porter

Special Education Program Profile - Chart II
Organization

FTE

Type of class or
support

# of
Students

Location

Other
Information

Therapy Source

1.00

School
Psychologist

Freire Charter
School

15

Outsourced
support

Therapy Source

.5

Speech and
Language

Freire Charter
School

12

Outsourced
support

Special Education Program Profile - Chart III
Title

Location

FTE

Special Education Supervisor Freire Charter School

1.00

LEA Representative

Freire Charter School

.25

Special Education Teacher

Freire Charter School

1.00

Special Education Program Profile - Chart IV
IU, Public Agency, Organization,
or Individual

OVR

Title/Service

Transitional Services

Amount of Time
Per Week
They never
showed up
despite repeated
requests and
attempted
contacts

SECTION IV. ACCOUNTABILITY
Student Assessment - Primary
Test/Classification K
N/A

No

1

2

3

No

No

No

4

5

No No

Student Assessment - Secondary
Test/Classification

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

PSSA

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Terra Nova

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Student Assessment
How these results influence development of new or revised annual measurable goals and
targets
Philadelphia schools have a local test that really helps educators identify how their students are
performing on standardized tests. This test, the Terra Nova, yields helpful data on student
performance. It breaks their results down in simple terms and understandable data points. The
Freire staff studies the Terra Nova results and uses those data points to help identify where
students need additional academic support. Once this happens, this input is shared with the
school’s leadership team which establishes the measurable annual goals.
If locally developed tests are used, discuss how they are used and what impact they have
on the curriculum, student improvement, and decision making.
Local tests play a part in deciding whether or not a student may advance to the next grade. Local
tests also help us identify students who need help furthering their test taking, reading and/or math
skills. Students are assigned to our academic support summer clinics, tutoring, etc. based, in
part, on their performance on local assessments. This year, these local assessments (the Terra
Nova's) were given in the early Fall rather than their usual time of early Spring. As a result, the
data this test yielded was quite limited in its ability to provide feedback on what kids had learned
sitting in our classrooms. Rather, the information we gleaned from the data was more helpful in
identifying what it is that our students still do not know and need to learn quickly.
Please describe features of the student achievement plan and note the usage of teacher
observations, surveys, portfolios or other local instruments to measure student progress.
Student progress is measured through a variety of techniques from standardized tests to
narrative descriptions from teachers to portfolios and grade calculations. Student achievement is
measured by a combination of performance on standardized tests and mastery of a minimum of
70% of the skills taught in each subject area. Subject area mastery is determined by a
combination of internal assessment measures, including, but not limited to, traditional tests,
portfolios, presentations, performances, projects, etc.
Describe the strategies and interventions that are in place to ensure that students who are
at-risk of failure, or those not making reasonable progress, are being addressed. What
opportunities are they afforded in order to help them succeed? Provide clear evidence that
demonstrates how those strategies are proving to be effective in terms of improved
academic performance.

In addition to the strategies described above regarding special education and Freire’s child find
procedures, there are other procedures/techniques in place to see that students who are at risk of
failure are being helped to succeed. For one, Freire has an after school tutoring program. 8th and
9th graders are placed in groups of 3-4 students and one tutor twice a week, for 90 minutes each
time. 10th-12th graders have other options. Peer tutors are trained and coached by the school’s
directors. They are available in every subject, after school and before school as well as during
lunch and come at no expense to the students in need of help. Additionally, we have a “guided
study hall program” that meets twice a week for an hour each time. Inside the guided study hall is
an experienced math teacher as well as a handful of peer tutors. Any students can attend guided
study hall for extra help; some students are required to attend based on past grade performance.
In addition, all teachers are available for office hours. Further, summer programs are required for
all rising 8th and 9th grade students as a way to bolster their writing, study and organizational
skills.
Additionally, any and all students who demonstrate failure must bring their parents in for
conferences at least 3 times during the year.

Teacher Evaluation
The main features of our evaluation plan are as follows:
· Evaluation is based on the characteristics of effective learning environments established by the
school’s leadership team (see Section III for more information on this).
· The document, see Attachment H, has four sections. Each section states the pedagogical ideals
that will be assessed in that section.
· Each section meticulously sets forth the behavior that is being evaluated for each pedagogical
ideal.
· Evaluators are expected to assess performance indicators as set forth in the teacher
expectation section.
· Our assumption is that every teacher needs to grow. Therefore the evaluation is designed not
only to track areas of needed growth but also show the growth that has taken place.
· The evaluation is also designed to help identify the specific areas from the pedagogy where the
individuals excel.
· The evaluation is arranged in a way that sets forth clear performance indicators and helps define
in terms of the pedagogy what classrooms should look like.
· The evaluation is written so that it is a mirror of the Pedagogical Vision and the instructional
principles of the school.
· In order to assist the educator with identifying the areas of success evaluators are expected to
list strengths that were exhibited in the lesson that is being evaluated.
· In order to promote educator growth and reflective practice evaluators are expected to identify
weaknesses that are exhibited in the lesson that is being evaluated.
· Teachers are given the opportunity to express their opinion and agree or disagree with the
evaluations.

· Evaluation is ongoing. All teachers are evaluated formally once per year.
· Informal evaluations are completed regularly. The purpose of these evaluations is to provide
support and feedback for teachers. Informal evaluations are presented in the form of an
anecdotal record, accompanied by the strengths and weakness analysis.
· Evaluations encourage reflective teaching practices.
· At the end of each school year, all teachers are expected to work in tandem with the leadership
team to create a Personalized Performance Plan which outlines a course of action for addressing
needed areas of growth for the coming school year.
List entities/individuals that are responsible for teacher and staff evaluation.
Specific individuals who evaluate staff are:
Kelly Davenport, Ed.D. Head of School
Erin Miley, Director of Learning
Beth Terry, Director of Academic Supports
Brian Shevory, Team Leader
Lynn McGinley, Team Leader
Johnny Oliver, Team Leader
As a general overview, the evaluation process is as follows:
· An observation team is responsible for carrying out the previously referenced observation
process. The observation team is made up of the Director of Learning and four grade level team
leaders. Each member of the observation team is responsible for observing, mentoring, and
coaching.
· Team Leaders informally observe team members on a weekly basis and provide feedback that
is designed to help teacher with reflective teaching practice. Team leaders use an “anecdotal
record” format to document what they see happening in the classroom from beginning to end of
the lesson. This “anecdotal record” is then shared with the teacher as way to help them see what
the team leader sees as well as a spring board for further discussion and growth.
· Team Leaders formally evaluate team members several times per school year.
· Students complete anonymous teacher evaluations.
· Formal evaluations become one of the pieces of data used for renewal of contracts and are
used as the basis for developing annual Personalized Performance Plans.
· Director of Learning formally evaluates team leaders annually on both instructional practices and
leadership style and capacity.

· Head of School informally observes Director of Learning on her management of team leaders.
Describe professional development for the evaluators, particularly in the areas of special
education and instructional techniques that are unique to the mission of the charter
school and support student success.
Weekly meetings are held for team leaders. During these meetings, the Director of Learning, in
conjunction with the Student Services Office, help team leaders reflect on their own practices as
well as help further their own training. In addition, all parties above attend professional
development opportunities at PaTTAN. These trainings spanned from Special Education Law to
curricular ladder usage in the classroom to school-wide effective behavior techniques in addition
to the new changes to IDEA.
In addition, the observation team meets weekly to discuss success and concerns with regard to
the learning environment. During these meetings team leaders are afforded the opportunity to
discuss goals they've established for their teams, obstacles they encounter, and pose
questions/scenarios they would like help and support in handling. The observation team
brainstorms ways to help and support one another as they develop their leadership capacity.
Additionally members of the observation team attend Hope school reform conferences and
various locally sponsored conferences and workshops.
All members of the observation team serve also as members of the Professional Learning
Community team, a group of community stakeholders responsible for leading school reform
efforts, and who meets regularly throughout the school year.

SECTION V. GOVERNANCE REQUIREMENTS
Leadership Changes
At the Annual Meeting in June 2007, Tom Caramanico was re-elected president of the Board,
Gerald Escovitz Vice President, and Phil Marchese the Treasurer. Lisa Hoffstein stepped down
as the Secretary (but will remain on the board), and Lenora Berson took the role of secretary for
the next term. Ed Easton, who joined the board last year, became the Executive Committee
Member at Large.
The administration of the school changed, as Saliyah Cruz stepped down as the Director of
Learning for Freire and in her place came Erin Miley.

Board of Trustees
Name of Trustee

Office (if any)

Thomas Caramanico President
Gerald Escovitz

Vice President

Phil Marchese

Treasurer

Lisa Hoffstein

Secretary

Lenora Berson

At large Exec. Comm. Member

Scott Solomon

N/A

David Bryant

Chair of Audit Committee

Keisha Hudson

Chair of Fundraising Committee

Trina Singleton

N/A

Margaree Harper

N/A

Edwin Easton

N/A

Professional Development (Governance)
O’Donnell and Associates has worked in close contact with the Head of School and Board
President to ensure that the Board of Trustees is current and maintains the law around issues
regarding: the Sunshine Law, the Charter School Law in general, and Due Process.

Coordination of the Governance and Management of the School
The governance and management of the school is coordinated through the Executive Committee
of the Board of Trustees. On this committee sit 5 board members as well as the Head of
School for Freire. This committee meets every month and provides advice to the School
concerning management and governance issues and makes recommendations to the Board.
Additionally, the Board President and Vice President meet frequently with the Head of School to
ensure all policies and procedures are being fulfilled and followed.
The Board has attended several events with School Refore Commission (SRC) members and
has made attempts to meet with SRC members at times.

Community and Parent Engagement
Parents serve as board members. Also, regularly scheduled parent meetings are attended by
board members. In addition, the administration of Freire puts out a newsletter to all Board
members and staff. There is a second newsletter sent out quarterly to all Freire community
members — including parents, students, community volunteers and mentors as well as board
members. Each of these stakeholders is included in and invited to upcoming events as part of
both newsletters. All board meetings are also published in advance on the Freire school calendar
sent home to all parents and in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

SECTION VI. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Major fund-raising activities
As Freire’s vision, resources and capacity grows and strengthens, so too must our fundraising
efforts. Until just this past March, all of Freire’s resources went directly to supporting and teaching
our students; it is only now that we are able to launch our development and fundraising team.
With two skilled, dedicated and hardworking development directors having joined Freire's team in
March 2007, Freire is prepared to hit the ground running with an eight-tier plan to raise $150,000
in this upcoming year. It is our strategy to put in place six different means by which to obtain
finances and/or grants to be used for a wide range of school necessities.
Freire’s areas and plans for development include:
•

Soliciting Foundation Grants

This development objective is to write grant proposals to both private and corporate foundations
soliciting major gifts for a variety of initiatives. Among these are: Peace Project, After-School
Program, Technology, Math Program, etc.

This type of funding request takes approximately 3-6 months to be approved (depending on the
foundation) and may require several cycles to be successful. However, Freire is sure to be
successful in soliciting this type of funding and should see this as one of its principal sources of
funding income.
•

Creating the Campaign for Freire among private donors

To create the Campaign for Freire, the development office will send out a formal letter to our
entire mailing list, contacts given to us by the Board of Directors, and other contacts established
through our office asking for gifts from supporters of the school. These gifts can vary in amount
from a very small gift of $20.00 to a very large donation of a couple thousand dollars.
•

Enlisting alumni to become an active role in Freire’s funding

To begin the process of enlisting the support of alumni, Freire’s development office will compile a
comprehensive and updated list of all of the alumni from Freire. Following this, letters will be sent
out to the alumni inviting them to visit Freire and asking each of them to contribute a small
donation (approx. $10-$50) to Freire’s campaign. Their names will then be listed in the newsletter
that follows their donation as “Supporters of Freire.”
This will begin as a smaller fundraising effort as our alumni count is only a couple hundred
people. This will grow much larger in time. PLEASE NOTE: Freire, without solicitation, has
already received a $100.00 donation from an alum from our first graduating class!
•

Hosting two charitable student events in support of Freire

(Current ideas)
1. Student Run Bingo Night
2. City Scavenger Hunt
3. Mystery Theater Dinner
•

Enlisting support from Freire’s Board of Directors

As always, a key element to the change in our upcoming fundraising pattern is to enlist the
support of the Freire Board of Directors and to encourage all members to take an active part in
the school’s fundraising efforts. We need board members to help build new relationships with
people who have the interest and means to support our organization.
All board members will make an effort to make a personal gift annually and as well as introduce
approximately 10 new professional and business contacts to Freire and the work that we do over
the course of one year.
•

Hosting two large fundraising school events

1. Annual Bridge to Wisdom Reception (funding goal $50,000)
2. Take Back the City

Freire’s Annual Bridge to Wisdom Reception took place on June 13, 2007 and honored an
individual who has gone above and beyond in supporting the advancement of the charter school
movement in recent years - extending the arms of educational reform further with each effort.
This year’s honoree is Daniel Whelan, recently retired commissioner of the School Reform
Commission (SRC), former CEO of Verizon Communications, Inc., member of the Board of
Advisors on Temple's Beasley School of Law, and executive committee member of the Kimmel
Center for the Performing Arts. Mr. Whelan has actively supported education and worked
diligently to secure business partners for the school district, driven solely by the goal of educating
children. Last year’s recipient was Robert O’Donnell, Esq.
Freire’s Take Back the City events will occur throughout the year, and also began on June 13,
2007. These events are designed and fully run by Freire’s Student Government. With the
escalation in violence across Our City, our students and development team are working together
to find ways through this event to bring our students together with community leaders to talk
about issues of crime, violence, drugs, weapons and education —these are issues that matter
most to our kids—in a way that helps build partnerships, showcase our students as positive role
models, and bring action-oriented thinking to all. Students from other schools, other races, and
other walks of life will be invited throughout the course of the year as well. Media will attend, and
Freire will secure sponsors from local businesses.
•
•

Creating and maintaining newsletters, website and annual report for Freire
Enrolling the help and support of Government Relations Professionals

Fiscal Solvency Policies
Throughout the 2006-2007 school year, Freire has maintained a $150,000 line of credit with
Citizen’s Bank. In addition, we just recently refinanced our loan thereby amortizing over a longer
period of time.
We maintain fiscal solvency by ensuring that we account on an accrual and a cash basis; we
report to the Board monthly on both; and the Board Treasurer and Head of School work very
closely to guide the finances of the school. In addition, our accounting firm Charter School Choice
provides accurate and timely accounting for all our financial needs.

Accounting System
Freire’s school accountant maintains the accounting records on Quick Books Pro. The records
are maintained on a cash basis. Quarterly and monthly income statements are prepared and
submitted to the Board of Trustees. These quarterly statements are approved of and presented
by the Finance Committee of the Board. Freire’s accounting practices comply with GAAP at all
times.

Audit Firm, Date of Last Audit, Auditor's Opinion, and Any Findings
Resulting From the Audit
Our auditor for the 2005-2006 school year was Yampolsky Mandeloff Silver and Ryan.
They conducted the last audit for the year ending June 30, 2006. The audit for the year just
ended, June 30, 2007 will again be conducted by Yampolsky Mandeloff Silver and Ryan. This
audit is set to begin in July 2007 and end in September or October 2007. Because our fiscal year
does not end until June 30th every year, it is not possible to include a copy of the 2006-2007 audit
— it is only beginning now. The audit will be ready within the next 60 or so days, however.

Citations and follow-up actions for any State Audit Report
Freire was cited, again, by our auditing firm, for several of our employee files missing I-9’s, W-4’s,
child abuse clearance and criminal background checks. Specifically, of the 25 employee files

audited, Freire had 3 files without W4’s; 1 without an I-9; 1 without child abuse clearances; and 3
without criminal background clearances. We are working aggressively to make sure this never
happens again.

SECTION VII. FACILITY RESPONSIBILITIES
Acquisition of Facilities, Furniture, Fixtures, and Equipment During the
Last Fiscal Year
The only items the school purchased for the 2006-2007 were computer tables, desk chairs,
student desks and chairs and a board room table and chairs for the table. We also have
leased a large quantity of PC's and laptops, to be used in the PEACE Project and throughout the
school.

Future Facility Plans and Other Capital Needs
The school plans to remain in its new space for many years to come. Additionally, we are
beginning to gear up to acquire/own additional space, although this push has not officially begun.

SECTION VIII. HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES
Compliance With Health and Safety Requirements and Maintenance of
Health and Immunizations Records for Students
Freire Charter School is complying with safety requirements as set forth by the State and Federal
Government. Monthly fire drills are held and each drill is evaluated by the crisis response team. In
addition, one drill per year is observed and evaluated by local fire officials. The fire official’s
observations and recommendations are incorporated into the revisions of the fire safety plan and
crisis management plans as they are updated. Fire and safety equipment are checked on a
regular basis and replaced as needed.
Freire Charter School also holds shelter in place and lock down drills on a regular basis. These
drills are evaluated and staff is apprised of the success of each drill. During evaluation the team
carefully inspects each area of the plan and makes essential adjustments.
Freire Charter School trains staff on all emergency drill procedures and requires that they review
this information on a periodic basis. Staff is also trained on how to act in a crisis situation and
given step-by-step procedures that need to be followed in case of any school emergency. In
addition to these trainings, the crisis management team is currently working on updating the
Crisis Management plan. This update includes working with the Crisis Management team within
the school and coordinating with local law enforcement agencies and community first responders.
Freire Charter School administrators have attended several seminars during the current school
year on Crisis Management and Crisis response planning to enhance their understanding and
knowledge of current trends in safety and crisis management.
In order to protect the safety of students and staff Freire Charter School is accessible by a single
entry point. Each student, staff and visitor must pass through this entry ensuring building security
at all times. All visitors are required to sign-in and wear appropriate identification while in the
building on school business.
Included in this report, Freire has included a copy of the Reimbursement and Report of School
Health Services for 06/07 school year. The copy of this report serves as adequate proof that
Freire Charter School has maintained adequate nursing and health services over the past year.
As evidenced in the Reimbursement report the school has contracted with an independent

nursing service- Mid Atlantic Consortium of Charter Schools Division of Health Services (MACCS)
to provide health services for students and staff. In order to maintain health and immunization
records the school has done the following:
1) Filed the school immunization report on Oct. 15th as required by the commonwealth.
a. Upon recommendation of MACCS the school instituted an exclusion policy over the course of
the year in order to obtain the missing immunization records.
b. Upon recommendation of MACCS the school instituted an immunization compliance policy
within the school admissions procedure.
c. The School with the assistance of MACCS continues to monitor all incoming students to assure
that they have met the immunization requirements.
2) Each student’s health record was updated and these updates included the following
information;
a. Every student received the appropriate health screenings as required by the state. The results
of the screenings were recorded in the health records for the student.
i. Each student’s parent received the results of these screenings by a letter that was sent in a
confidential mailing
ii. Students who needed additional vision assessments were notified by a letter that was sent in a
confidential mailing.
b. Each student’s height and weight were recorded and the BMI index was calculated and
recorded for the health records.
i. Students whose BMI was above the 80th percentile were notified by a letter that was sent in a
confidential mailing.
c. The school nurse sent out a health screening packet at the beginning of the year that required
parents to identify any existing health conditions, medications or health needs of their child.
d. The school nurse sent out information packets that were designed for parents to identify health
conditions that require students to be excluded from school including contagious or potentially
contagious diseases.

Current School Insurance Coverage Policies and Programs
The school has the following coverage: commercial package-business personal property, extra
expense, general liability, computer equipment, crime, automobile, umbrella liability, workers
compensation and Blue Cross Blue Shield. General coverage is held by The Hirshorn Company,
14 E. Highland Avenue, Philadelphia, PA.

SECTION IX. ADMINISTRATIVE NEEDS
Quality of Teaching and Other Staff
Freire employed 34 professional staff members this past year. Of this number, 31 were returning
from the year prior, and 29 remained for the entire 2006-2007 school year. 2 were terminated

during the year. For this coming year (2007-2008) we have 8 teachers leaving - one by choice
and the other 7 whose contracts were not renewed for the upcoming year. Possible reasons for a
high retention rate for those who are performing well could be: a) staff satisfaction with general
climate and culture of the school; b) staff appreciative that state and local standardized tests do
not determine everything we do as a school; c) staff appreciative of professional development
and school governance.
78% of our staff was certified for the 06-07 school year.

Student Enrollment
Parents and/or students may request an application by mail or they may pick one up at the
school. The application consists of basic demographic information about both the parent and
child. In addition, the application packet provides information on the school and its programming.
Once this demographic information is submitted, assuming there is space in the requested grade,
the student is granted a conditional acceptance. Their acceptance is contingent upon the
student’s submitting the following information: transcripts, end of year report card, standardized
test results, personal essay, IEP (if applicable), recent medical records. This information is
needed to determine the most appropriate placement for the student. Failure to submit this
information in a timely fashion will result in that student forfeiting his/her placement.
If the number of applications submitted exceeds the number of available placements for any
given grade, a lottery is conducted, for those grades, to determine which applicants are afforded
those placements. The lottery is used to fill, not only available placements, but to assign students
to a placement on the waiting list as well.
In the event that Freire needs to pull students from the waiting list that was created as a result of
the lottery, we do so in the order that students were placed onto that waiting list in the first place.
In this way, we remain true to the original charter school law as well as to our own conviction and
belief that Freire Charter School is a school for any and all students to succeed.
For a better understanding of our enrollment trends for the 2006-2007 school year, please consult
the following chart:
2006-2007 Enrollment Data

# of Students Enrolled # of Students Who Left # of Students Added # of Students Returning# of Students
September 2006
June 2006
8th 79
9th 137
10th 129
11th 104
12th 52

21
29
22
15
5

30
51
11
14
5

37
65
105
87
47

Students who successfully complete the 9th grade are highly unlikely to leave the school. The
greatest student turn-over exists in the 9th grade. Those students who opt to leave typically do so
for a combination of the following reasons: they are reluctant to comply with the school’s Code of
Conduct or they find the curriculum uninteresting or too challenging for their expectations.
Students in 10th-12th grades report staying at the school because they appreciate the nonviolent
atmosphere our community enforces and they value the commitment of the staff, the rigorous
curriculum and having input in the governance of the school.

12
21
13
3
0

Transportation
At this time, we do not have a transportation program. Instead, like all other charter schools in
Philadelphia, students buy subsidized bus tokens and use them to travel to Freire on public
transportation. In the event that we would have a special needs students who needed
transportation to and from school, we would arrange that with the District of Philadelphia, as we
did in 2000-2001, the last time we needed to do this.

Food Service Program
In the prior year, Freire provided free snacks to all students daily, thanks to its partnership with
CBS Food Program. These snacks met the federal government’s guidelines for health and
nutrition. In addition, free pizza, vegetables, and juice were provided regularly twice a week to
any and all after school program students as well as by special order on any other additional days
that the after school program needed additional food. Further, any student who needed lunch on
top of these two services was also eligible to receive it through the school. Lunch was additionally
provided free to all students in the Freire Summer Institute.
This past school year, however, Freire had to discontinue all food service programs to our
students because the guidelines set out by how this food had to be served were too stringent for
us to comply, being such a small school.

Student Conduct
Describe your expectations for student behavior and discipline. Explain how your
discipline policy complies with Chapters 12 of the Public School Code, particularly with
respect to due process.
At Freire the community is committed to creating a safe environment. The ability to feel safe to
explore, to make mistakes, and to learn is essential.
Creating and maintaining an orderly environment is one of the most important tasks of the Code
of Conduct. In order for students to learn productively, a high-quality learning environment must
be created and maintained at all times.
The mission of Freire Charter School is to provide a college preparatory learning environment
with a focus on the individual avenues of problems solving, freedom, and critical thinking, and the
collective values of nonviolence, safety, community and teamwork.
Every community member of Freire Charter School must exhibit proper behavior at all times while
carrying out his/her duties in the community.
Freire’s discipline policy complies with Chapter 12 and 13 of the Public School Code, particularly
with respect to due process, in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All students and parents receive the proper notification;
Informal hearings are held for every suspension;
Formal hearings are held for any student recommended for expulsion;
A neutral third party serves as the hearing examiner for these hearings and all proper
procedures are followed during those hearings;
The board votes during an open and public board meeting on whether or not to expel a
student. At this meeting and before the vote takes place the student and parent are
invited to make comments;
All notices and hearings comply with the Public School Code.

There were a total of 665 suspensions in the 2006-2007 school year given to 285 students.
Broken down by quarters, in 1st Quarter we had 136 suspensions; 2nd Quarter 218; 3rd Quarter
175; and 4th Quarter 136. No students were expelled in the 2006-2007 school year.

CHARTER SCHOOL ANNUAL REPORT SUMMARY DATA
Charter School Annual Report
Summary Data
2007 - 2008
Name of School: Freire CS
Date of Local Chartering School Board/PDE Approval: February 22, 1999
Length of Charter: Freire has one more year on its current charter
September 7, 1999
Grade Level: 8th-12th grades

Opening Date:

Hours of Operation: 8am-5:30pm

Percentage of Certified Staff: 78%

Total Instructional Staff: 30

Student/ Teacher Ratio: Approximately 1 teacher for every 15 students
List: Approximately 500 students

Student Waiting

Attendance Rate/Percentage: 87% -NOTE: This number was calculated using our database
for the first time and we are worried there may be a large number of errors to our
disadvantage, but we cannot figure out how to fix them.
Enrollment: 440 Per Pupil Subsidy: $7,247.92 for Regular Education Students; $15,346
for Special Education Students
Student Profile
American Indian/Alaskan Native:
Asian/Pacific Islander:
Black (Non-Hispanic):
Hispanic:
White (Non-Hispanic):
Multicultural:

0%
0%
95%
2%
3%
Unknown

Percentage of Students from Low Income Families Eligible for a Free or Reduced
Lunch: 78%
Provide the Total Unduplicated Number of Students Receiving Special Services
(Excluding Gifted) as of Previous December: 47
Number of:

K (AM)

K (PM) K (FTIME)

ELEM

MIDDLE

SEC.

TOTAL

Instructional
Days

0

0

0

0

0

182

182

Instructional
Hours

0

0

0

0

0

1,027

1,027

ASSURANCE FOR THE OPERATION OF CHARTER SCHOOL SERVICES
AND PROGRAMS
School Year: 2007
The Freire CS within Philadelphia IU 26 assures that the charter school will comply with the
requirements of 22 PA Code Chapter 711 and with the policies and procedures of Pennsylvania
Department of Education (PDE). PDE will specify, in writing, policies and procedures to be
followed. Requests for any deviations from these regulations, policies, and procedures must be
made in writing to PDE. The charter school assures:
1. There are a full range of services, programs and alternative placements available for
placement and implementation of the special education programs in the charter school.
2. The charter school has adopted a "child find" system to locate, identify and evaluate
children who are thought to be a child with a disability eligible for special education
residing within the charter school's jurisdiction. "Child find" data is collected, maintained,
and used in decision-making. Child find process and procedures are evaluated for
effectiveness. The charter school implements mechanisms to disseminate child find
information to the public, organizations, agencies, and individuals on at least an annual
basis.
3. The charter school has adopted policies and procedures that assure that students with
disabilities are included in general education programs and extracurricular and nonacademic programs and activities to the maximum extent appropriate in accordance with
an Individualized Education Program.
4. The charter school will comply with the PA Department of Education annual report
requirements including special education information.
5. The charter school follows the state and federal guidelines for participation of students
with disabilities in state and charter school-wide assessments including the determination
of participation, the need for accommodations, and the methods of assessing students for
whom regular assessment is not appropriate.
6. The charter school assures the Pennsylvania Department of Education that funds
received through participation in the medical assistance reimbursement program,
ACCESS, will be used to enhance or expand the current level of services and programs
provided to students with disabilities in this local education agency.

This assurance must be signed by the Board President and the Chief
Executive Officer for the charter school to operate services and programs.

_______________________________________________________
Board President

___________________
Date

_______________________________________________________
Chief Executive Officer
2007 - 2008 Annual Report for Pennsylvania Charter Schools

___________________
Date

Verify that all DATA reports to PDE are complete

YES _____

NO _____

SIGNATURE PAGE
Identify the charter school's Chief Executive Officer.
Name Kelly Davenport
Title Head of School
Phone 215.592.4252, ext. 1356
E-mail kelly@freirecharterschool.org

Fax 215.557.9051

_______________________________________________________
Signature of the Chief Executive Officer and Date

___________________

Identify the charter school's President of the Board of Trustees.
Name Thomas Caramanico
Title President
Phone 215.592.4200
Fax 215.557.9051
E-mail tacaramanico@mccormicktaylor.com

_______________________________________________________
Signature of the President of the Board of Trustees and Date

___________________

Identify the charter school's Special Education Contact Person.
Name Erin McNallen
Title Director of Student Services
Phone 215.557.8555, ext. 226
Fax 215.557.9051
E-mail erinmcnallen@freirecharterschool.org

_______________________________________________________
Signature of the Special Education Contact Person and Date

___________________

